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After the year 1998 when the world order was broke down, the modern Europe came into 
a new qualitatively phase of the integration processes' development. The new challenges, new 
communications techniques, migration processes, ideas' diffusions create more and more links 
between countries and local societies. The progress of cultural and economical integration is 
creally going into globalisation and universalisation the model of life. However, the globalisation 
doesn't create any efficiently working mechanism of performing law and institution order 
because its subjects try to - for the sake of defending own businesses - unique the instituali-
sation of the authority on the above country level (Malendowski W., Szczepaniak M., 2000). 
Therefore, only the increase of transborder co-operation can make the authority desistance the 
opposition which exists in this matter (Schulc E., 1996). The euroregional co-operation, which is 
developed very well in UE, can lessen the distance between countries which are in UE 
(Malendowski W., Ratajczak M., 1998) and countries which pretend to be in there and liquidate 
the feeling of being in the suburban of the Western Europe. The co-operation also gives possi-
bilities of knowing the rules of multilateral co-operation and democratic procedures for the post 
communistic societies (Bernatowicz G.; 1994). So, the co-operation should be one of the priorities 
for the UE candidate countries. What is more, the European Commission and its different kinds 
of helping programmes like PHARE help the euroregions activities. 

It seems that Poland is a regional leader in creating new euroregions in Central Europe. Since 
1991, 15 euroregions - which are on the different level of development - have come to existence 
on its border. There is a lot of literature on this subject, which either describe the shaping of 
euroregions, their development, elements of transborder co-operation or characterise the 
euroregions, with the Polish - German borderline in particular, where the transborder co- operation 
developed the quickest (Osękowski Cz., Szczegóła H.; 1998). The progress of euroregions' 
co-operation is connected with democratic institutions diffusions which differs in Poland when 
we analyse the numbers, rules of creating, and the spatial differences of the euroregions. 
It shows the level of perception and understanding the functioning of democratic institutions. 

Euroregion "Nysa-Nisa-Neise" came to existence in the south west part of Poland, in 1991. 
It was the first one. German, Czech and Polish self-governed units were involved in it. The seat 
of euroregions government was in Jelenia Góra (Poland). It is very important for local transport 
connections, which led to Ruhry Basin via Upper Silesia in the Kiev direction and it makes the 
links between Berlin and North Germany and Czech easier. Its usefulness was shown during 
the flood in Poland and Germany in 1997. Local securities were monitoring and removing the 
results of the flood's waves together. The local co-operation let use all the union's means thanks 
to which, the local transport infrastructure was developed, and the equipment of some Polish 
schools was modernised. 

Euroregion Sprewa-Nysa-Bóbr includes three administrative districts, two communes, and 
Cottbus and Forst cities from Brandenburgia and forty-one communes from former province 
Zielona Góra region. Guben is the seat of the euroregion and Gubin is the seat on the Polish 
side. There are some main tasks to do; especially making spatial plans in the cities, commune's 
economy, bilingual school organisation and development of transborder communications infra-
structure. Ten communes from the Association of Lubuski Communes, fourteen communes from 
the Union of Gorzowski Communes, eight administrative districts and cities of Labour 
Commonwealth of Central Nadodrze from Branderburgia belong to Pro Europa Viadrina euroregion. 
Dąbroszyn became a seat of it. Słubice became a seat of the Association of Polish Commune 
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Euroregion Pro Europa Viadrina. There is also - in the city of Słubice - Collegium Polonicum of 
European University "Viadrina" in Frankfurt on the Oder River. The main tasks which are 
realised in common by both sides are development of passengers communications and tourism, 
co-operation in culture, ecological and science matters. The tragic flood on the Oder River in 
1997 absolutely showed profits, which come from both side co-operations, either during the 
flood or during removing its results. 

To "Karpaty Euroregion" belongs: four Ukrainian districts, cities and communes of Eastern 
Slovakia four Hungarians cities and five north-east Hungarian comitats. From the polish side 
belongs three ex-provinces rzeszowski, krośnieński, przemyski. At the beginning Romania didn't 
join the euroregion because was afraid of Hungarian revisionism increased (the problem of 
Transilvania and its Hungarian minorities). But after political changes in Romania, when the foreign 
political reorientation was pro - western, this country joined the Karpaty Euroregion on 29 April 
1997. The euroregion includes some Romanian cities and districts like Bihor, Botosani, 
Maramures, Salaj, and Satu Mare. The seat of the euroregion at the Polish side is Krosno. There 

Tab. 1. Euroregions on Polish borders in 2003 

Euroregion Creating Polish partners Polish provinces 

Nysa-Nisa-Neise 21.12.1991 Czech, Germany Low Silesia, Lubuski 

Karpaty 14.02.1993 
Romania, Slovakia, 

Ukraine, Hungary 
Małopolski, Podkarpacki 

Sprewa-Nysa-Bóbr 21.09.1993 Germany Lubuski, Wielkopolski 

Pro Europa Viadrina 21.12.1993 Germany 
Lubuski, Wielkopolski, 

Western Pomerania 

Tatry 26.08.1994 Slovakia Małopolski 

Bug 29.09.1995 Belarus, Ukraine 
Lubuski, Podkarpacki, 

Świętokrzyski 

Pomerania 15.12.1995 Denmark, Germany West Pomerania 

Glacensis 15.12.1996 Czech Low Silesia 

Niemen 06.06.1997 Belarus, Lithuania Podlaski, Warmińsko-mazurski 

Pradziad 02.07.1997 Czech Opolski 

Baltic 22.02.1998 
Denmark, Lithuania, 

Latvia, Russia, Sweden 

Pomerania, Warmińsko-

-mazurski, West Pomerania 

Śląsk Cieszyński 22.04.1998 Czech Śląsk 

Silesia 20.09.1998 Czech Śląsk, Opolski 

Beskidy 09.06.2000 Czech, Slovakia Małopolskie, Silesia 

Dobrava 25.01.2001 Czech Silesia 

Source: Own calculations 
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are some working commissions, which are doing some activities concentrated on the environment, 
development of tourism, co-operation in the problem of transforming social infrastructure and 
economical aspects of regional development. 

Next euroregion - according to chronology - is Tatry Euroregion created by cities like Nowy 
Targ, Rabka, Szczawnica, and thirteen communes situated on the Polish borderline and cities 
of Poprad, Lubownia, Liptowski Mikulasz administrative district on the Slovakian side. The seat 
of the euroregion is Nowy Targ in Poland and Keżmarok in Slovakia. To the main tasks of this 
euroregion belongs: development of transborder co-operation in tourism, culture and science. 

Next two euroregions, which were created in 1995, are still in the phase of creating administrative 
structure and working commission even though they formally signed the membership agreement. 
On September 1995, a new euroregion - Bug - was created in the East part of Poland. The 
Polish part includes all former provinces: lubelski, bialskopodlaski, chełmski, tarnobrzeski, 
zamojski and the Ukrainian part includes wołyński district. The seat of the euroregion is Chełm 
in Poland and Luck in Ukraine. The agreement signed by both - Polish and Ukrainian - side is 
to achieve the development of neighbour co-operation in transport and communications, which 
is very important in international traffic. On June 1997, Brzeski district from Belarus applied for 
join the euroregion. In 1995, a new euroregion was created on the western border of Poland. It 
was called Pomerania Euroregion. This euroregion includes communes from former provinces: 
szczeciński, koszaliński and gorzowski and on German side, six communes of Meklemburg -
Vor Pomern and Danish island Borholm. The seat of the euroregion is Szczecin. It is very 
interesting that some Sweden and Danish communes acceded to this euroregion which creates 
new, wide prospects. We can notice that all of polish euroregions at the west part of border has 
been established before 1996. At the rest polish borders we have only three euroregions, with 
Slovakia, Belarus and Ukraine. After next five years, we have established rest of the eight 
euroregions, two at the polish eastern and northern border with Russia and Belarus and six on 
the our south border with Czech and Slovakia. 

The rest of the eight euroregions, six on the Czech borderline (Glacensis, Pradziad, Śląsk, 
Silesia, Beskidy and Dobrava) and two on the north and north-eastern part of Poland (Baltic and 
Niemen) signed the agreement about creating formal structure only few years ago. Since this 
time they are trying to specify what common businesses and such connections they have 
indeed. Glacensis Euroregion contains seventeen communes of ex-provinces of wałbrzyski, and 
six administrative districts on the borderline. The seats of the euroregions are: Kłodzko and 
Rychnov at Knieżnou. Pradziad Euroregion consists of: communes of The Association of 
Osobłogii's River-Basin Development and The Tourist Union of Nyski Region and The 
Association of Cities and Communes of Bruntal, Jesenik, Sumperk Administrative Districts on 
Czech side. The seats are Prudnik and Bruntal. Śląsk Cieszyński and Czech Cieszyn joined this 
euroregion also. The seat of the euroregion is Cieszyn on the Polish side. To Silesia Euroregion 
belongs: the communes of the South borderline of former provinces: opolski and katowicki, and 
the seat of this euroregion is Racibórz. Niemen Euroregion consists of Grodzieński provincy on 
the Belorussia side, Olicki and Marianopolski administrative district on Lithuania side and former 
suwalski provincy on Polish side. The seat of that euroregion is Suwałki on Polish side. It makes 
a wide possibility of transit and transport co-operation development between both interested 
sides, especially if Kaliningradzki Euroregion would join it (Wendt J., 1998). The one of youngest 
of the euroregions has been Baltic euroregion, which was created in Malbork Castle (Palmowski T., 
2000). It consists of Kaliningrad region in Russia some communes in Lithuania (with Połąga and 
Kłajpeda) and Lipawa from Latvia and some cities and communes in Sweden (Karlskorna, 
Kalmar, Ronneby) and in Poland, former-provinces of Olsztyński, Elbląski, Gdański and Słupski. 
The seat of the euroregion is Elbląg. As the last two euroregions have been established eurore-
gion "Beskidy" on the Polish, Czech and Slovak border and euroregion "Dobrava" on the Polish 
and Czech border. 
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We can notice a great disproportion between area and populations at the western, southerner 
and eastern euroregions at the Polish borders. It is creally that we have two kind of euroregions, 
small ones at the Polish western and southerner borders and quite big ones at the north and 
eastern part of Poland. It seems quite interesting to compare the local budget and transportation 
infrastructure at the communes at euroregions as well. At the western located euroregions we 
can notice generally higher level of budget per capita than at the rest euroregions. However the 
transportation system is strongly connected with density of populations. 

Tab. 2. Basic data for the Polish part of euroregions 2000 

Euroregion Area Population Roads Budget Euroregion 
(thous. sq. km) (per 1 sq. km) per 100 sq. km per capita (złoty) 

Total in euroregions 159,6 95 52 1358 
Pomerania 17,7 89 29 1808 

Pro Europa Viadrina 5,9 67 40 1569 

Sprewa-Nysa-Bóbr 8,8 86 45 1332 

Nysa-Nisa-Neise 7,1 104 73 1394 

Dobrava 0,4 145 43 1277 

Glacensis 2,2 105 35 1273 

Pradziad 2,1 189 70 1501 

Silesia 1,5 191 79 1139 

Śląsk Cieszyński 0,9 322 241 1297 

Beskidy 2,4 249 141 1424 

Tatry 4,4 125 144 1144 

Karpaty 17,9 119 47 1269 

Bug 25,1 89 61 1251 

Niemen 20,5 58 35 1299 

Baltic 42,5 86 48 1439 

Source: Own calculations 

One of the most interesting things at the euroregions is developing their economical activity. 
We can notice that because of recession in Poland and Europe since last five-seven years there 
the number of enterprise are still the same level or it notice slowly increase. However at all 
euroregions we can observe great increase of number companies with foreign capital (186%) 
and private enterprise (155%). Taking part at the euroregions let the local authorities to increase 
their economical status and give them additional money from taxes and additional money from 
euroregional programmes for developing infrastructure. 

It is interesting as well that there is such strong differentiation of size and administrative structure 
of these units, which create particular euroregions. Their genesis and coming to existence is also 
worth of notice. In Poland, on its western and south borders, the euroregions are mainly created 
on the grounds of some agreements between communes unions and even single 
communes, which are in neighbourhood. They have creally specified their tasks which mainly 
relates to communications and tourism infrastructure development and co-operation in ecology 
issues. So, there are local activities that are confirmed by the international agreements and well 
-developed co-operation on local level (com. administrative structure of euroregions on the 
borderlines of Czech, Slovakia, Germany). However, on the borderlines of Poland, Russia and 
Lithuania, Belorussia and Ukraine the euroregions came to existence thanks to strong government 
administration's support of the co-operated countries (Karpaty, Bug, Niemen, Bałtyk euroregions). 
Similarly, there is a clearly noticed difference in territorial structure of administrative units that are 
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Tab. 3. Changes in entities of the national economy 1995-2001 in Polish part of euroregions in % 

Euroregion Total Companies with foreign capital Private enterprise 

Total in euroregions 156 186 155 
Pomerania 167 169 167 

Pro Europa Viadrina 156 208 147 

Sprewa-Nysa-Bóbr 130 199 123 

Nysa-Nisa-Neise 147 199 144 

Dobrava 209 156 219 

Glacensis 234 210 247 

Pradziad 173 184 170 

Silesia 132 188 125 

Śląsk Cieszyński 165 228 161 

Beskidy 148 170 142 

Tatry 117 208 110 

Karpaty 164 234 164 

Bug 152 212 150 

Niemen 179 198 180 

Baltic 162 176 159 

Source: Own calculations 

acceding to eastern euroregions. The smallest units are usually provinces and they are equally 
on the lowest level of making decisions of co-operation and realisation the tasks. It is a specific 
feature of eastern transborder euroregions in Poland, which seems to deny the idea of creating 
euroregions, if we take as a sample transborder region of Western Europe. Some stereotypes and 
phobias are among politics are also characteristic. The stereotypes are connected with political and 
economical domination of the stronger partner from the euroregion. In some cases it led to 
resignation of - under the pression of central authority - the members who declared taking part 
in the earlier created euroregions (e.g. Romania resigned from taking part in Karpaty euroregion 
in spite of earlier acceding, Russia resigned from Niemen and Belorussia from Bug). 

However, the euroregions that are on the whole length of Polish border let make and developed 
co-operation of the most important issues of the local societies. The economical, ecological, 
transport and social problems which are commonly solved, help to shape local connection, 
meeting each other and changing the negative stereotypes and phobias which are usually a 
result of lack of contacts before. Although, the phenomenon of the euroregions was rather small 
at the beginning, they can bring quite many profits in the future because they seem to be the 
only way which can let create the United Europe. In comparison with the euroregional government 
structure, the euroregions seem to be more efficient while creating new European order. 

They interact with the basic administrative structure and let have direct contact with the people 
of the transborder regions. It is obvious that the process of NATO expending, which first included 
Czech, Poland, Hungary and now include Romania, Bulgaria, Slovakia, Slovenia and the three 
Baltic countries, probably will decide about the future security of Baltic and Central Europe. The 
process will decide of the economical transformation's process in the region, but only the 
co-operation on the local level will decide about the contacts on the transborder borderlines 
between particular countries. 
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